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Abstract
This paperpresents a framework for the retrieval of
painrings using concepts defined in thefield of art and
design. These concepts are organized into meta and
application-specific layers in the system. Concepts of
the meta-layer take into account the visual attributes of
the paintings, and their manipulations, which infer
abstract attributes that influence the interpretation of
the paintings by the observers. The concepts of the
application-specific layer are huilt above the metalayer. They represent art categories that are widely
used by general users for navigating the collections of
paintings. Potentially, the usage of artistic concepts
for annotation supports a wider query base making the
retrieval much more powerful.

1. Introduction
Effective image retrieval systems are needed in
various areas such as e-commerce, Web image
searching etc. Early retrieval system which retrieve
paintings based on bibliographical annotations [4, 91
are not very flexible, and those utilizing color, texture
and other low level features are not able to handle the
complexity of paintings. Other systems like ARTISTE
[I I ] retrieve images based on similar color and texture
distribution pattern using Color Coherence Vector and
F‘ynmid Wavelet Transform. This type of retrieval
does not capture the semantic categories of paintings
which are more useful for retrieval. These
shortcomings can be addressed to a large extent with
the help of well-established concepts in the field of art
and design.
Explicit representation of visual attributes,
techniques, abstract and specific terms of art will
facilitate more flexible querying and retrieval. For
example, user will he able to query “paintings in style
of impressionism”, which will result in images with
short brush-work with high jitter, and colors from
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primary palette etc. The user can further narrow down
hisher search and query to “impressionistic paintings
delivering warmth”, which would result in images in
the style of impressionism with a variety of redyellow-orange colors. User may specify parameters for
object arrangement based on, say, a “golden ratio” rule
that represents the proportion of 1:1.618.
This paper explores the retrieval of paintings by
semantic art concepts based on an earlier proposed
framework 1161. The rest of this papcr is organized as
follows. Section 2 surveys related work, while Section
3 describes high-level query support and framework
design. Section 4 presents the experiment results.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Literature survey
Art and design concepts have been used for various
aspects of paintings analysis to support applications
such as image annotation, anti-fakery analysis etc.
Sablatnig et al. [I41 developed streak-detector for
brush-stroke identification. Overlap among hrushstrokes was analyzed in 3D space, where the intensity
value becomes the surface height. This method
detected around 80% of brush-strokes on the test set of
44 watercolor images.
Tanaka et al. [I51 performed composition analysis
of masterpieces based on “golden ratio” rule. Initially,
they performed background-foreground segmentation,
using contrast measurements of homogeneous regions
with their neighborhood in both spectra and spatial
domains. Segmentation offers the hasis to investigate
various proportions of composition defined in an to
establish visual balance. Tanaka et al. investigated
composition information of the foreground objects,
obtained from such segmentation, based on Dynamic
Symmetry Principle.
Analysis of colors and their perceptual effect was
performed by Corridoni et a1 171. In this work, images
are annotated with sensations they convey such as
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concepts of the lower-level to define concepts of the
higher-level; solid arrows correspond to relationships
between concepts). Explicit representation of visual,
abstract and application-specific concepts offers more
flexibility for querying and retrieval

warmth, harmony, and contrast based on Itten’s theory.
Itten’s color theory proposes the mapping between
colors and such sensations as used by artists [6].
Colors in the image are clustered into homogeneous
regions and hack projected onto Itten sphere consisting
of IXO colors. Numerical measurement of high-level
terms is based on various properties of color regions
such as hue, saturation, luminance, position, size,
luminance contrasts etc.

3.1. Visual meta-level concepts

3. Support of high-level queries
Jorgensen [3] developed a comprehensive
classification of user’s queries in the art domain. Based
on this classification we conducted survey of five arthistorians and identified that such query categories as
visual attributes (color, composition parameters etc),
art-historical information (artist, style, historical period
etc.), and abstract concepts (warm, expressive etc.) are
largely based on the visual means and techniques of
depiction. The art-historians suggested that visual
attributes, abstract concepts and medium appear to he
of interest to the expert users such as art students and
art-historians. The general public users, however, rely
more on query categories such as artist, style, historical
period for navigating the arts domain.
To facilitate flexible retrieval, we define three
informational levels in the system as shown in Figure
1.
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Figure 1. Example of concept organization

The levels are: visual meta-level concepts, abstract
meta-level concepts and application-specific high-level
concepts. Concepts within each layer are connected as
they contribute to each other’s definition from bottom
to top are shown in Figure 1 (dashed arrows connect

Meta-level of visual concepts serves as the basis for
the definition of subsequent concept levels. Visual
attributes represent visual characteristics of paintings
(eg., color palette, brush-work, composition). Visual
attributes have been largely discussed in art [5, 12, 131
and computer science literature [ I ] and can be roughly
categorized into attributes pertaining to imagery in
general (eg, color, composition, balance) and attributes
pertaining to specific type of imagery (eg, brush-work
in paintings).
Color properties are represented as color
temperature (warm, cold, neutral), color palette used
(primary, complimentary or mixed), and degree of
contrast. We investigate properties of color on the
basis of Itten’s sphere as is done in [7].Warm color
temperature is defined as the set of yellow-red-purple,
and cold color temperature is the set of green-blue
colors on the Itten’s sphere. Contrast is defined with
the help of palette used and geometrical relationships
among colors on color sphere.
Brushwork is represented using the length of brushstrokes, opacity of brush-strokes (how “thick” the
paint looks) and jitter of brush-strokes (color variety in
brush-stroke). We use regions extracted by
segmentation algorithm [4] as the basis to analyze the
contrast among brush-strokes. Brush-strokes detection
in color miniatures based on the brush-stroke model
has been discussed in [l41.
Composition is defined as plan for arranging
objects in the picture [15]. Such rules as “rule of fifih.
“rule of thirds”, “golden ratio” etc. are used to extract
compositional information [12, 151. Rules of
composition are known to achieve various perceptual
effects: “golden ratio” produces more harmonious
effects, “rules of fifth” or “rule of thirds” are used for
relatively more dynamic compositions, while “rule of
half‘ and “rule of fourth add stability [ I , 131.
Balance in image is analyzed with the help of
Perceptual Balance Map [12], which defines stable
positions for objects in the composition and measures
the balance of overall composition. Composition in
general is a complex part of analysis because it
requires foreground-background segmentation. Tanaka
et al [15] performed segmentation for paintings based
on color and texture contrast.
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3.2. Abstract meta-level concepts

3.4. User interaction

In the field of art and dcsign, various manipulations
with visual attributes and their combinations are
associated with specific abstract feelings of human
spectator. Terms referring to such abstract feelings
form the abstract meta-level concepts.
Currently vocabulary of the abstract attributes
includes: warmth, cold, expressive, aerial effect,
dynamics, balance [ 12, 131. Heuristics representing
abstract attributes and high-level concepts are defined
by ar-historian. Abstract attributes used for our
experiments are shown in Table 1. They are expressed
as weighted combination of visual attributes.

The system consists of six major components: raw
images of paintings, concept base, reasoning block,
retrieval interface,
annotation interface, and
modification interface. It supports three modes of user
interaction: retrieval, re-annotation of paintings, and
modification of meta-level and high-level concepts.
The user interaction scheme is discussed in detail in
[161.

Abstract
concepts

Heuristics

Balance

1
Expressive
Aerial
effects

I

Usage of “rule of half” andor ”rule of
fourth” and high
- degree
- of balance detected
via Perceptual Balance Map
High degree of color convast and bruahwork contrast, high brush-stroke opacity
Short brush-work of high or medium jitter
and high level o f color contrast among
brush-strokes, warm color temperature.

4. Experimental results
We evaluated the performance of the system with
respect to the abstract attributes and applicationspecific attributes on the dataset of 340 paintings of
modern art. Meta-level visual attributes for each
painting were manually assigned by the &-experts.
Table 3 shows examples of user queries based on the
abstract attributes. Ground truth for the experiments
was defined bv the art-experts.
Table 3 k t of q u e i e s with abstract terms
[ I Images ulih dynmic coinptimon
2. Images with expressive color and brush-work
3. Depiction of aerial effects
4. Images with balance in composition
5. Images containing warm colors
Performance of the system based on the queries
from Table 3 is measured in terms of recall and
precision as shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Performance with abstract attributes: T

1

-

. .

._
pecific concepts

Impressionism

1

I Medium

brush length Lowlmedium
opacity; High color jitter: High color
contrast o f brush; Primary palette:
Mediudow color contrast: Medium/
high perceptual balance

with dynamic composition” are shown in Figure 2. As
discussed in Table I, the major means employed to
achieve dynamic composition in paintings are:
distribution of large color regions in diagonal
directions, usage of “rule of fifth” and “rule of thirds”.
The top four images from Figure 2 contain large color
regions distributed along the diagonals, and, thus,
exhibit high degree of “dynamics” in composition. The
“rule of thirds” is used in the fourth and fifth image of
Figure 3 in vertical direction and horizontal direction
respectively. The usage of this le introduces
“dynamics” to the image, though the degree of
“dynamics” is lower as compared to the top four
ranked images as can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 High-ranked images retrieved by quety
“images with dynamic composition”
The results of retrieval by painting styles in terms of
recall and precision are shown in Table 5. Figure 3
shows top six images retrieved by the system with
query “Images in the style of impressionism”. All
images from Figure 3 are classified into the style of
“impressionism” in art-history field. These images
exhibit medium or short brush-work with high degree
of jitter and medium opacity and high degree of color
contrast among brush-strokes. According to Table 2,
these attributes are found to be the most important in
the detection of the style of impressionism.
Table 5 Performance with aoolication-soecific
attributes’ ’
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Figure 3 Images retrieved by query
“impressionism”
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5. Conclusions
In this paper we propose a framework for paintings
retrieval based on artistic concepts defined in the field
of art. The results of the experiments show that
analysis of visual attributes is important for annotation
and retrieval of paintings with high-level art concepts,
which are desirable for navigation by various user
groups. Explicit representation of concepts facilitates
flexible querying and the entry of short summaries for
the paintings. Future work shall focus on the automatic
mapping of low-level features to meta-level concepts,
and the extension of vocabulary for novice users with
concepts referring to artist names and historical
periods.
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